lii	Introduction: Part IV
$ika; F, grisinhasanadvatringatikatha; O, Sinhasana- (first hand °ne)
dvatringatikatha; C, Sinhasanadvatringatkatha; the others, Sinha-
sanadvatringaka as above.
The title never includes the name of the hero in any ms. of JR; nor
does any word for " statue " (puttalika or the like) ever occur, except
in one stray occurrence in the inferior ms. Y.
Part IV.   Date and authorship of the work
On these questions there is very little that can be said with an
approach to certainty of the original Vikramacarita. Except in the
case of JR and VarR, both of which we have shown to be secondary,
the manuscripts give us no consistent or reliable information as to the
names even of the redactors of the several recensions. And as to the
date, all we can say is that the original cannot have been composed
earlier than the llth century, and that it is perhaps more probable
that it does not antedate the thirteenth.
Date of the work. — There is no doubt in my mind that the King
Bhoja who is a sort of second hero of the work, who discovered the
throne of Vikrama, and to whom the thirty-two statues told the stories
about Vikrama, is the famous Bhoja Paramara, king of Dhara, nephew
of Munja, hero of the Bhojaprabandha and other works, and himself
reputed author of various literary and scientific treatises. (See, e. g.,
Vincent Smith, Early History of India, 3rd edition, 1914, p. 395 f.)
This Bhoja's reputation as a cultured and enlightened monarch ac-
cords well with the part played by our Bhoja in the Vikramacarita.
Now Bhoja's date is quite definitely known. He reigned in the first
half of the eleventh century (according to Smith's latest estimate, about
1018 to 1060 a.d.). Apparently, then, the early part of the eleventh
century is the earliest possible date for our work. Furthermore, there
is, I think, not a little to be said for the hypothesis first suggested by
Weber (p. 191), that our work was composed by some contemporary
panegyrist in praise of Bhoja himself. For all the versions agree in
placing Bhoja very high — on a level with the unexcelled Vikrama
himself, in fact. Weber asks: "was sollte einen spateren Dichter dazu
veranlasst haben ? " There is reason in the question; the flattery of
Bhoja which the work contains is undoubtedly st.riln.ipg- Nevertheless
it might be replied that Bhoja evidently acquired, like Vikrama, him-
self, a great reputation among his countrymen of later centuries, and

